INSTALLATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE GUIDE
THROTTLE VALVES DN / SW / TW / JU series
STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE
Handle with care. Max storage period before putting the valve into service is 5 years (indicative
temperature -20 +40 °C – air humidity 50-75%) as long as the valve conserved in its envelope and
in a clean place.
Before use, visual check that no damages happened to any parts.
UNPACKING
Make a correct disposal of packaging according local waste regulations.
GENERAL
The butterfly valves, metal to metal sealing with thin steel blade (or full tightening type with o-ring
blade), are used on power transformer with the scope to allow the disconnection of a component of
the circuit (i.e. buchholz relay or radiator) without having to lower the oil below the level of the
component itself.
These kinds of valves are preferred to the conventional gate valves for their compact overall
dimensions in the direction of the oil flow.
Type TW-80 B with o-ring blade (acc. to pag.5.81)
Type SW-80 DIN 42560 (acc. to pag.5.82-5.83)
Type DN25-DN50-DN80 (acc. to pag.5.84)
Type JU (acc. to pag.5.85)
INSTALLATION
The throttle valve has to be mounted as shown on reference drawings and mounting sketch 5.86 (dwg.3845).
For the mounting, based on the model, it will be necessary 4 off or more screws / rods, washers, nuts and 2 off
o-ring to be fit inside the grooves in the flange.
Installation detail for TW80
Follows an example on how the flange of tube coming from tank or radiator should be made in order to ensure
correct clearance and free movement during opening/closing of throttle:
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The design of the operating system is common to all valves: to open and close the valve operate as
follows (please refer to drawings).
TW80/SW80/DN valves:






The marking on plate (10) shows the valve position;
To close the valve first remove the seal or padlock (if there);
With spanner no.17 (17 mm) turn the drive (2) clockwise 90° to close the valve; counter clockwise 90°
to open the valve;
The visible part of plate (10) indicates the actual valve position;

JU valves:

The marking on plastic part (6) shows the valve’s current condition and the arrows on sealing cap (3) point to
the direction drive (5) has to be turned in order to open or close the valve;
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To close or open the valve first remove the seal or padlock device (1), if there, then unscrew and
remove the screws and washers (2) holding the sealing cap (3) in place;
Remove the plastic sealing cap (3) and its gasket (4); the drive shaft 5 is now accessible for operating
the same: its cut-end (5.1) shows the current position of the butterfly;
With spanner 14 (14 mm) turn the drive shaft (5) 90°clockwise to close or counter-clockwise to open
Check condition/integrity of gasket (4) and replace it, if necessary, then reassemble the sealing cap
(3);
Fasten cap (3) with its screws and washers (2);

NOTE: Without the sealing cap (3) fitted and fastened on the valve oil leakages off the spindle may be
expierenced.
During operation the cap shall be always mounted and fastened to prevent oil from leaking.


Padlock or seal the valve, if necessary.

Special operation for metal to metal valve DN, SW and JU
In case the valve cannot be easily operated acting on the drive (pos.4) it is because the blade stuck (a possibility
after long storage periods) therefore, it will be necessary to slightly force the opening of the blade with the help
of a stud and a plastic/metal hammer –please view picture in the following page.

MAINTENANCE
The throttle valves do not need periodic maintenance; however it is advisable to check regularly the
external tightening of valve.
DISPOSAL
Disposal of all parts shall be made according to local environmental and waste management rules.
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